WE PROVIDE
THE MOST
FLEXIBLE & CUSTOMIZED
WORKFLOW ENGINE.

Omniscient

OmniBPM

Electronic Signing + Workflow
Nothing is hard
Regardless of the industry or department, it is easy to
Manage the progress through the OmniBPM, making
The departments more harmonious!
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What can we do

Access Your Pending Workflows
and Forms Anytime, Anywhere
‣ We’re web-based, access to your workflows from your PC

OmniBPM is
Just the
Solution You
are Seeking

as well as your smartphone.
‣ Flow and Form can be designed by you, no coding needed.
‣ Does not need to consider maintenance of database.
‣ Be notified on your phone when it’s your turn to sign, and
email to remind you daily.
‣ Exporting your workflows as your design, making
customization very easy.
‣ Provide exclusive OmniBPM iOS / Android app.

OmniBPM Flexibility & Efficiency
No Programing Skillset Required

‣ Design any kind of flow that suits your needs, from sales,
purchasing orders to leave request.
‣ Counter sign, parallel sign, calculation formula, external
database linkage, we’re about maximum optimization.
‣ Less paper, more efficiency. Everything done online and on
your mobile.
‣ Monitor through Dasgboard, Kanban, to find the bottleneck of
your process.

CASE STUDY REPAIR REAUEST FORM
Customized signing flow
Instant update to all related departments
Flow of forms can be adjusted to different type of request
Make sure all repair part are finished
Documents show the current state
Each form sets a specific priority

HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGENMENT SYSTEM
Traditional clock-in is too slow
Now companies need to have flexibility to
closely record employee working hours

‣ To coincide with the current in labor regulation,
we have developed a module that helps the HR
department on tracking and managing the working
hours/clock-on out and leaves of the employees.
‣ We made it available to export in a format that is
compatible with government regulation
inspections, saving you the trouble.
‣ Moreover, it’s now free of use and does not cost
addition once you purchase OmniBPM system!

DASHBOARD & REPORT
“Fast tracking Time saving”
Help management to track data
Save time on sorting through data
Monitor efficiency in real time

SEAMLESS
INTEGRATION WITH
OTHER SYSTEM
Our Ready-To-Use RESTful API and
Webhook Makes Integration Easy.
Automatic Business Processes and
Workflow with Your Existing IT Infrastructure
Integrated login and notification
Microsoft AD / Slack … More

EFFICIENCY UP

If the electronic signing is regarded as a train
to each station …
BPM will be the headquarter to manage the
operations of the entire railway bureau

OmniBPM hopes that
You can really find the
Right platform for your
Corporation
OmniBPM is willing to take the time to assist
corporations get the most out of their
resources, no longer must buy lots of
functions but only use 30% of them

Pay as you adjust your account
numbers.
100 Users and only pay $6.67/ppl/
month.
We provide testing area to log-in to
try fro free.
/
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Google search: OmniBPM
Website https://omnibpm.com/
E-mail penny@omnibpm.com
Phone

+886 920317730

Schedule FREE Service Tour with
Our BPM System Specialist.

